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Private Land Conservation in NSW
 First wildlife refuge was proclaimed in 1951 under the then Fauna
Protection Act 1948. WRs remain as one of the longest running PLC
mechanisms in Australia

Growth in Wildlife Refuges from 1951 – 2015 (from zero to 1.9 million hectares)
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NSW Bioregions
 Of the 18 IBRA NSW bioregions, all are represented in the public
reserve system, however, only 4 have greater than 15%
representation.
 In the case of 11 bioregions there is less than 10% representation
and in 7 bioregions less than 5% representation
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PLC must be part of the answer
 With less than 10 percent of
NSW within the public
protected area estate, private
land conservation (PLC) must
assume a more prominent role
in biodiversity conservation.
 Many of the EECs occur on
private lands (eg Box Gum
grassy woodlands and
grassland communities).

Photo by Kevin Diletti. Taken on his Conservation
Agreement property “High Ridge” near Lithgow NSW
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PLC mechanisms & area protected in
NSW
Conservation
Number
mechanism
Conservation agreements 405

Area protected
(hectares)
146,000

Wildlife refuges

1,936,358

678

Nature Conservation Trust 91
agreements
Property vegetation plans 1885

37,886

Registered property
agreements
BioBanking agreements

336

52,606

32

4,845

Land for wildlife

1125

87,242

Indigenous protected
areas
Total

9

16,000

860,258

3,128,195
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Private land conservation mechanisms
Mechanism

Description

Administered
by

Benefits

Security

Conservation
agreement

Legally binding in
perpetuity covenant
under the National
Parks and Wildlife Act
1974
Legally binding inperpetuity covenant
under Nature
Conservation Trust Act
2001

OEH

Rate relief, land tax
concessions, no
establishment costs for
landholders (except for
development consents).
Land tax concessions,
no establishment costs
for landholders in
targeted program areas.

Permanent legal
protection registered on
title, binding current and
future owners.

Biobanking

In perpetuity offset
agreement under the
Threatened Species
Conservation Act 1995

OEH

Credits can be sold for
annual payments to
cover costs of
management.

Permanent legal
protection registered on
title, binding current and
future owners.

Property
Vegetation Plan

Legally binding
LLS
agreement under Native
Vegetation Act 2003

Binding on future
landholders. May be
offered in association
with incentives.

Fixed term or in
perpetuity protection,
can be registered on
title.

Wildlife Refuge

Legally binding under
the National Parks and
Wildlife Act 1974

OEH

Noted on title

Low security revokable

Land for Wildlife

Voluntary property
registration scheme

CEN

Non binding

No legal protection

Trust agreement

Nature Conservation
Trust

Permanent legal
protection registered on
title, binding current and
future owners.
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Conservation Agreements
• The first CA was established in 1990. 405 CAs have since
been signed protecting more than 146,000 ha.
• Align with OEH Protected Areas establishment criteria and
fulfils the IUCN criteria (Category IV)
• Considered to be part of the National Reserve System
• Site provides landscape connectivity and catchment
protection values
• Typically voluntary and in-perpetuity covenant registered
on title
• Protect multiple conservation values including; biodiversity,
geo-heritage, cultural heritage, scenery, special scientific
interest
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Conservation Agreements

8

Conservation Agreements
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Features of Conservation Agreements
• Site is of high conservation value and in good to excellent
condition
• Site is usually large (mostly above 30 hectares)
• Developed areas on the property are excluded
• Land owners have appropriate understanding and
intention to manage the conservation area
• Can be over freehold or leasehold land
• Land can be in public or private ownership
• Financial incentives available through rate and tax
concessions
• Access to annual grants program run through Foundation
for NPs
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Biodiversity Reforms
• June 2014 Independent panel established to review Native
Vegetation Act (2003), Threatened Species Conservation
Act (1995), Nature Conservation Trust Act (2001) and parts
of the National Parks and Wildlife Act (1974)

• December 2014 Independent Panel presented its report to
the Minister, which made 43 recommendations.
• March 2015 Government announced that it will
implement all of the panel’s recommendations.
• November 2015 Exposure Bill released for public
comment
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Biodiversity Reforms
Recommendations include –
• Repeal Native Veg Act and Threatened Species Act
• Create new ‘Biodiversity Conservation Act’

• Consolidate PLC mechanisms into fewer, but more fitfor-purpose tool
• Three tiers -

Tier 1 - Biodiversity offsetting agreements
Tier 2 - Voluntary conservation agreements
Tier 3 - Wildlife refuges
• Third party PLC provider by independent body – newly
constituted NCT
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Biodiversity Reforms
Recommendations include –
• Develop statutory state-wide prioritisation mechanism
(map all areas where biodiversity occurs, include
landscape connectivity component, help to guide
investment in biodiversity conservation on private
land).
• Use PLC mechanisms to protect & manage biodiversity
values where development application is refused
• Government support for annual grants program and
one-off establishment payments to landholders who
enter VCAs.
• Level playing field for agricultural development
(integrating assessment & approval into EP&A Act)
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Biodiversity Reforms
Recommendations include –
• Adopt a single, scientifically-based , transparent,
publically available and independently reviewed
method for assessing the biodiversity and other
environmental impacts of all development in NSW.

• Expand the biodiversity offsets policy and offsets fund
to create a consistent approach to avoiding, minimising
and offsetting biodiversity impacts for all types of
development.
• Amend Local Environmental Plans to provide
landholders with certainty which types of ag
development (that includes clearing) would require
consent under the EP&A Act
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Biodiversity Reforms
Recommendations include –
• Set requirements for ag development under the EP&A
Act that are proportionate to the scale & intensity of
the proposed development & associated land clearing
• Develop capacity with LLS & councils to enable them to
implement proposed model and maximise the use of
accredited third parties to assess the biodiversity
impacts
• Ensure biodiversity objectives and priorities are
reflected in new state planning polices & incorporated
in Regional Growth & Infrastructure Plans
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Biodiversity Reforms
Recommendations include –
• Adopt objects for the proposed new ‘Biodiversity
Conservation Act’ to:

a) Conserve biodiversity and ecological integrity at
bioregional and state scales
b) To facilitate sustainable development
c) To improve and share knowledge, including local and
Aboriginal knowledge, about the status and values of
biodiversity and ecosystem services and the
effectiveness of conservation actions.
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Biodiversity Reforms
• Exposure Bill will be released for public comment in
November 2015
• Further information can be obtained at http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/biodiversity
legislation/review.htm
Thankyou for your attention
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